The Winterthur Research Fellowship Program:
Where Research Takes Flight!

Winterthur Museum, Garden & Library invites applications for
2020–2021 Research Fellowships

The Winterthur Difference
Unparalleled access to a wealth of objects, manuscripts, and rare books encourages researchers to explore and immerse themselves in holistic and intimate inquiry from a wide-range of disciplines.

Residential fellowships provide scholars at all levels with uninterrupted time to research, write, and think about their projects in a rigorous but relaxed setting.

Fellowships
We are thrilled to be partnering with the National Endowment for the Humanities to bring another post-doctoral fellow to Winterthur!

Our current fellowship opportunities include:

• New! National Endowment for the Humanities Post-Doctoral (4 Months)
• Winterthur Post-Doctoral (4 Months)
• Dissertation (4-9 Months)
• Short Term/Maker-Creator (1-3 Months)

The research program at Winterthur gave me the time, space, and support I needed to complete my dissertation, all in a nearly-magical setting and with the friendliest colleagues—a rare gift...

Rachel Thayer Boothby, 2018-2019 Dissertation Fellow

Inviting Academic Community
Fellows are a part of a vibrant and inviting academic community that is committed to high-level intellectual engagement through colloquia, conferences, lectures, graduate programs, and an in-house academic journal, Winterthur Portfolio.

Short Term Maker-Creator Fellowships
These fellowships are designed for artists, writers, filmmakers, horticulturalists, craftspeople, and others who wish to examine, study, and immerse themselves in Winterthur’s vast collections in order to inspire creative and artistic works.

Application Deadline: January 15, 2020

800.448.3883 | 302.888.4649 | winterthur.org/fellowship | academicprograms@winterthur.org